Good evening, Lido lovers!
Since our last event in late 2019, much has happened, not least a global pandemic.
For The Lido the past two years have presented immense challenges.
When we were finally permitted to re-open in July 2020, we were bound by stringent
restrictions. Nonetheless, we successfully delivered a season of swimming which proved to be a
lifeline for many users, helping people return to exercise and to safe outdoor socialising.
Last year we were able to open for a full season but were still bound by capacity restrictions,
limiting our ability to make up for lost income the previous year.
Whilst it seemed like every aspect of our operation came under scrutiny, from new lifesaving and
first aid protocols to record-keeping and constant cleaning, this period also created the space
and opportunity to introduce some very beneficial changes.
Lower numbers in adult sessions gave more serious swimmers an excellent experience; the
booking system is allowing us to manage capacity for different groups and to track take-up. We
have greater flexibility with the timetable and can now trial and refine new sessions, such as
our Saturday morning early years swim, and respond to demand for popular activities, such as
aquafit.
We also used this period to undertake a full refurbishment and refit of our café – an important
source of additional income.
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But as the pandemic recedes, we find ourselves facing the even bigger crisis of escalating
costs, especially in energy (gas is currently four times more expensive than this time last year),
chemicals and other supplies.
With no public funding available to help businesses such as ours, the support of the community
is vital in helping us ensure that our much-loved pool can ride out the current storm and remain
open for the benefit of all.
That is why this evening is so important, indeed essential, for us.
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The small print …
The programme contains details of any restrictions, age limits, etc relating to each auction lot. Please be aware
that Jeremy will not be reiterating this information in his description of the lot and that you are responsible for
ensuring you’ve read any relevant small print before bidding.
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This programme is brought to you by Mrs E Creative Services.
Official designer and massive supporter of The Lido, Chipping Norton.
(and still the oldest living lifeguard)

